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Advazorb
Hydrophilic foam dressing range

®

Manufactured in the UK, the Advancis Medical® range of Advazorb® Hydrophilic foam dressings, offer the 
combination of a high quality performance product at a competitive price.

Advazorb® is a comprehensive range of patient friendly, absorbent foam dressings presented in 
non-adhesive and atraumatic silicone adhesive format. The range is designed to overcome the complex 
challenges of managing exudate whilst protecting ‘at risk’ fragile skin, a combination of excellent fluid 
handling capabilities of Advazorb® with a layer of atraumatic soft silicone adhesive. 

Advazorb®, Advazorb Silfix® and Advazorb Border® are available in both a regular thickness for moderate to 
high exudate and ‘Lite’ versions for low to moderately exuding wounds.

Soft and conformable, non-adherent, hydrophilic, 
polyurethane foam dressings with a breathable film backing.

A non-adherent foam dressing with excellent fluid handling 
properties. Ideal for use under compression bandaging with it’s 
fluid retention, low profile and low friction film backing.

    High quality polyurethane foam, rapidly absorbs and retains    
    what it absorbs. Available in regular and ‘Lite’ versions to suit 
    a wider range of wounds.
       
    The Advazorb® range features a waterproof film backing   
    that prevents strike-through. The backing has been designed 
    to reduce friction on clothes and bandages which 
    extends dressing wear time by reducing ‘rucking’ and   
    preventing dressings falling off.

   

    With an MVTR range of 2600-2700 g/m2/24hours the Advazorb® 
    foam range provides the ideal conditions for wound healing.

   

    Increasing patient compliance and comfort.

  

    Can be used on a wide variety of exuding wounds including  
    under compression and can be cut to shape and size.

Advazorb® 
Hydrophilic foam dressing 

with film backing

Advazorb Heel®

Hydrophilic foam dressing 
with film backing

A conformable, non-adherent, hydrophilic, polyurethane 
foam dressing with a breathable film backing designed to fit 
around the heel.

A non-adherent foam dressing with excellent fluid handling 
properties. Ideal for use under compression bandaging with its 
fluid retention, low profile and low friction film backing.

     The same high quality PU foam as the other dressings in the     
     Advazorb® range, it has excellent fluid handling properties 
     and rapidly absorbs and retains exudate.

     It features the low friction, bacteria-proof, thin film backing   
     that the entire Advazorb® range has meaning extended 
     wear time, reduced ‘rucking’ and is waterproof.

     Soft and conformable, increasing patient comfort and is 
     ideal to use under compression due to its low profile.

     It is anatomically shaped to fit around the heel so that the 
     dressing is in close contact with the wound to provide an 
     environment conducive to healing.

Product Size Dressings 
per box HCPCS code

Advazorb® 

3in x 3in 10 A6209

3.9in x 3.9in 10 A6209

4.9in x 4.9in 10 A6210

5.9in x 5.9in 10 A6210

3.9in x 7.9in 10 A6210

7.9in x 7.9in 10 A6211

Advazorb Heel® 6.7in x 8.3in 5 A6210
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